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Absolute Configuration and Chemical Topology 

Stephen J. Tauber 

(July 15, 1963) 

The stereochemistry of catenanes, knotted molec~lcs, and B.orromean rings is discussed. 
An augmentation of the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog conventlOn f<?r deslgnatmg absolute con~gura
tion is proposed. A convention is proposed for deslgnatmg the absolute configuratlOIl. of 
knotted molecules. A suggestion is made concerning the citing of the absolute configuratlOIl 
of molecularly dissymmetric dias tcreomers. 

Proposals of rules for designating absolute con
figul"ation have been put forth by Cahn, Ingold, and 
Prelog 1 and by Terentiev and Potapov.2 The rules 
of the latter workers are deliberately linked to nomen
clatme. Those of the former workers rely entirely 
on structme and have found wide acceptance among 
organic chemists. In their closely reas.oned paper 
Cahn, Ingold, and Prelog properly cla~m to have 
covered by their rules all known types of dIssymmetry 
deriving from tetracovalent and tricovalent atoms. 

Work aiming toward the establishment of a major 
system for handling chemical information requires 
the ability precisely to designate chemical structmes 
without recomse to structmal formulas. A number 
of notation systems have been devised for represent
ing chemical structUl"es by linear arrays of sym bols,3 
although none of the systems has yet been perfected 
even for organic compounds.4 Since an adequate 
information handling system must accommodate not 
only all known structmal types but also those struc
tmal types which have to date been merely speculated 
on, an examination of more esoteric stereochemistry 
was undertaken. I now wish to propose an aug
mentation of the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog (C-I-P) rules 
and the addition of a new (specialized) set of rules to 
cover a wider range of molecularly dissymmetric 
structmal types. 

The molecularly dissymmetric structmes for which 
fmther rules are necessary are of two types: (1) sub
stituted catenanes/ which are stereochemically re-

I R. S. Calm , C. K. Ingold, and V. Prelog, Experientia 12, 81 (1956). 
2 A. P. 'rerentiev and V. M. Potapov, Tetrahedron 1, 119 (1957) . 
'Cf., e.g. 

(a) G. M . Dyson, A new notation and enumeration system for organiC com
ponnds, 2d cd., Longmal,s, Green >tnd Co., Ltd., London (!949)-most recent 
ed ition published by Interation al Union of Pure and Applied ChemIStry Com
mission on Codification, Cipherin g and P unchcd Card TechnIques as Rules for 
I.U.P .A.C. notaLion for organic compounds, Lon gmans, Green and Co., Ltd., 
London (1961); 

(b) M. Gordon , C. E . Kendall , and W . II. '1'. Davison .Chemieal ciphering
a universal code as an aId to chellucal system atIcs, Roya l instItute of ChemIstry 
of Great Britain and Ireland , London (1948); 

(c) w. J. Wiswesser, A chemical linc-form ula n otatio11, 'l'homas Y. Crowell 
Co., New York (1954); and 

(d) II. \ V , Haywarcl, A new sequential enu.meration and linc ,form ula nota
tion system for organiC compounds, P atent Omce Research and Development 
Reports, No. 21, Patent Omce, U.S. Dcpartmen t of Commcrce, Wash ll1 gton 
(1961). 

• Con trary to tbe cla ims by partisan s of on e of th e notation systems. 
, E. Wasserman, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 82,4433 (1960). 
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lated to substituted allenes and spiro compounds, 
and (2) knots,6, 7 compounds whose dis~ymm~try 
is due entirely to topology, il1~epend~nt of .substItu
tion. 6. 7 The C-I-P conventlOn IS 1l1applicable to 
knots and before being applied to catenanes requires 
a fmther convention for defining the "near groups". 

Catenanes 

Because of free rotation of each ring of a catenane 
about its own axis, compounds such as [34.34]
catenan-1 IS I' l S'-tetl'aone 1,l'-dioxime, I , of which 
two enan'Lio~~ric configurations are possible, could 
exist in any number of conformations relate~l to 
the annIe of rotation about the axes of the r1l1gs. 
Some of the conformations of one of the enantiomers 
are shown in fi gure 1. If the two rings are not iden
tical, as in [36.34]-catenan-1,19,l' , 1 8'-t~traone 1,1'
dioxime II then some of the conformatwns of figure 
1 cOITe~po~d to two distinct confo~"l11atio~ls; e.g., 
conformation J a corresponds to conformatwns Ila 
and IIb (fig. 2). The choice of an "axis of asym
metry" under section 5.1 of C~lm et aU. (such that 
the dissymmetry element conta1l1 th~ maXlmU?l num
ber of atoms, with the widest pOSSIble chstnbutlOn, 
and most preferred by t~e sequence rule) :vould 
require basino' the desio'natlOn of the configuratlOn of 

b b 'd' . [34 .34]-catenan-1,18,l' ,lS'-tetraone .1 ,1.- lOXlme on 
conformation Ie, Id, or Ie. ApplIeatlOn to these 
three conformations of the C-I-P sequence rules 
does not lead to assignment of the same absolute 
configmation (cf. fig. 3). 

For a compound such as [36.36]-catenan-1,10,-
19,1',10' ,19'-hexaone 10,10'-dioxime, Ill, an atten:pt 
to choose an axis of dissymmetry under sectlOn 
5.1 of Cahn et al. would be thwarted because the 
carbonyl oxygen atoms would h ave to l ie on the 
axis and the molecule would then have a plane 
of dissymmetry instead of an axis of dissymmetry 
(cL fig. 4). In this case it would be necessary to 

6 vv. J. Ambs, M endcl Bull. 17, Spring, 26 (1953). 
7 II. L. Frisch and R. Wasserman, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 83, 3789 (1961) 
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choose not only the appropriate side of the plane 
of dissymmetry from which to view the molecule 
but, because the three atoms specified by section 
5.3 of Cahn et aU (the oxime C, N, and O- c£. , 
below) lie in a plane perpendicular to the plane of 
dissymmetry, also the appropriate quadrant on 
that side. This ought to be the quadrant nearer 
the atom in the plane of dissymmetry most senior 
by the sequence rule. However even for a specific 
conformation, e.g. , IIIb, the designation of absolute 
configmation would differ according to whether 
the plane of dissymmetry be chosen to contain ring 
A or ring B (cf. fig. 5). Note that in [36 .36]
catenan-l ,lO,19,l',lO' ,19'-hexaone lO,lO'-dioxime the 
methylene carbon atoms, and the corresponding 

¢rs~ OH S 

: r 

H 

CH 3 - CH 2..... "c=c=c- H 
" ./ '. c=c=c . 
,,' ........ CH 3 

H 
H 

hydrogen atoms, are pairwise identical (positions 9 
and 11 , 8 and 12, 2' and 18' , etc. ) under the sequence 
rule. It is therefore necessary to base the designa
tion of configuration on atoms not bound directly to 
the plane of dissymmetry. A similar situation ob
tains when the considerations of section 5.3 (planar 
asymmetry) of Calm et a1. are applied to a com
pound having a polysulfide bridge instead of a 
polymethylene ether bridge lying in the plane of 
dissymmetry. Thus the atoms determining the con
figuration of 2,3 ,4,5,6,7,8,9,lO,1l-decathiabicyclo
[10.2.2]hexadeca-12 ,14,15-triene-13-carboxylic acid ,s 
IV, are the 13, 14 and carboxyl carbon atoms. 

, Cf. A.M . P atterson, L . T. Capell, and D . F. Walker, The ring index, 2d ed ., 
American Chemical Society , Washington (1960), RRI 1967. 
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Flaum, 1. [31,.341-Catenan-l,18,1',18'-tetraone 1,l'-dioxime in various conformations 

difJering in the angles of rotation about the axes of the individual rings . 

IT a n = 16 

m= 17 

IT b n = 17 
m= 16 

FIGU HE 2. Two conformations of [36.341-catenan-l ,19, l',18'
tetra one 1,1' -dioxime. 
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FIGUHE 3. En \iews of [34.341-catenan-l ,18,l',18'-tetraone 
1,l'-dioxime in the conformations preferred by the Cahn
I ngold-Prelog convention. 
'fhe curved arrowS indicate the directious defined by the conversion rule. 



IDa rob 
FIGURE 4. [36.36j- Catenan -l ,10,19, l ', 10', 19'-hexaone 10,10'-dioxime in the confoTmations 

which place the pTefeTTed atoms 1 on a potential axis of dissymmetry, heTe occupied by the four 
carbonyl groups. 

IIIb 
FIGURE 5. Two views of a single confoTmation of [36.36j-catenan-l ,10,19, l' ,10' , 19'-hexaone 

1O,10'-dioxim e. 
T he curved arrows indicate the directions defined by the conversion rule. 1 
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I therefore propose the following rule to govern 
the choice of the element of dissymmetry: 

Dissymmetry Element Rule. Select an element of 
di ymmetry by applying in tmn the following 
hierarchy of criteria: 

(1) The element of dissymmetry be of minimum 
dimensionality; 

(2) 1t contain a maximum number of atoms; 
(3) The atoms have maximum distribution; 
(4) The element of dissymmetry contain the atom 

or set of atoms most senior by the sequence rule; 
and 

(5) The atoms on the element of dissymmetry most 
senior by the sequence rule have the maximum separa
tion . 
The philosophy of first difference of the C-I-P con
vention is maintained; the substantive changes pro
posed appear in italics. 

Application of Rubrule (5) resolves the ambiguity 
with respect to compound I, causing conformation 
Ie to be the proper one from which to determine the 
absolute configmation and thus causino' the enantio
mer represented to be the (S)-form. Application of 
subrules (1) and (5) to compound III requires con
formation IIIc (fig. 6) to be the basis for deter
mination of the absolute configuration, and the 
enantiomer shown of compound III is the (S)-form. 

Knots 

It was pointed out at least as early as 1953, by 
Ambs,6 that a simple cyclic compound could exist as 
an enantiomeric pair if it were in the form of a 
trefoil knot. The same observation may be seen to 
apply to most other knots. Since such molecular 
dissymmetry may exist even in molecules all of 
whose carbon atoms are identical- indeed all of 
whose atoms are identical- the C-I-P convention 
cannot be made to apply. 

The designation of the absolute configmation of a 
knotted molecule must necessarily depend on the 
topology of the corresponding knot. A serviceable 
convention can be based on the normalized knot 
projections. 9 For each knot there exists a planar 
projection 10 having a minimum number of inter
sections. Normalized projections of the trefoil knot 
and of the figme-eight knot are shown in figme 7. 
That which projects as an intersection in the planar 
projection shall be called a double point in the knot. 
At each double point one segment of the knot passes 
over another segment of the knot. If a direction is 
ascribed to the knot, then at each double point two 
situations are possible (d. fig. 8). The projection 
of the upper segment must be rotated either clock
wise or coun terclockwise through an angle of less 
than 180 0 to bring it into coincidence with the pro
jection of the lower segment. A chamcteristic e shall 
be ascribed to each double point; e= + 1 if the pro-

• K . Reidemcister, Knotentheorie, Julius Springer, Berlin (1932); repub!. 
Che l~ca Publishin g Co. , New York (1948) , p. 18 1I. 

!O Actuall y a set of cQuivalcnt projection s. 
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FIGURE 6. [36.361-Catenan-l ,10,19, l ' ,10',19'-hexaone 10,10'
dioxime in the preferred conformation according to the 
presently proposed convention: (a) perspective and (b) end view. 
This conformation has an axis of dissymmetry . 

( a ) ( b ) 

FIGU RE 7. Normalized projections of (a) trefoil and (b) figur e
eig ht knots. 

FIG U RE 8. The two possible relative orientations of directed 
knot segments at a double point. 



jection of the upper segment must be rotated cloek
wise to bring it into coincidence with the projection 
of the lower line segment, and ~= - 1 if it must be 
rotated counterclockwise. Examination of figure 8 
reveals that the characteristic of a double point is 
invariant: If the knot is turned over (viewed from 
the other side) or if the direction ascribed to the knot 
is reversed, then the value of the characteristic is 
still unchanged. 

cf2J @ 
L E = +3 L E=-3 

(a) ( b) 

+ 

It is now possible to form the sum ~~ over all 
double points of the knot. I propose that the abso
lute configuration of a knot be designated 

(R) if ~~>O 
and 

(8) if ~~< O . 

By this convention the knots in figure 9 designated 
as (a), (c), (e), (g), (h), and (i) are in the (R)-form 

Q 
LE=+5 2€= -5 

(c) (d) 

~ ~ 
2E= +5 2E=-5 2E=+2 

(e) (f ) ( g) 

X) 

2E= +2 2E=+8 2 E=-2 
( h) ( i ) ( j ) 

FIGU HE 9. Examples of knots which differ from their mirror images. 

(A ± sign indicates each double paint with a value of the characteristic .=±l. '1'he total of the values of the characteristics is indicated under each knot. The 
arrows superimposed on the knots are for ease of determining the values of the characteristics and are not an attribute of the knots.) 
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(b) 

LE=O 
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FIGUR E 10. Examples of knots which aTe identical with their mirTor images. 

and knots (b), (d), (f), and (j) are in the (S) -form. 
Kno ts (a) and (b), (e) and (d ), and (e) and (f) are 
enan tiomeric p itil:S. 

F or certain kno ts l:E= O (of. fig. 10). This is 
exactly as i t should bc, for prccisely these kno ts are 
iden tical with their mirror images (cf. fig. 11) . Note 
howevcr that althougll knot (b) of figurc 10 is no t 
per se op tically tlctivc, if the kno t has an in trin sic 
diTection then it exists as an enan tiomeric pair (of. fIg. 
11B) . For this sitUfl tion a fur ther con vention is 
necessary for assigning an absolute configuration. I 
propose the following clirectecl lcnot convention: 

(1) Assign the positive direction to the knot ted 
molecule such th at one proceeds to Lhe atom most 
senior by the seqnence rule from i ts more senior 
neighbor. 

(2) D eLermine Lhe lft rgest possible Hum bel' of suc
ccssilTo double points aJou g the kno t in thc positive 
dircction which h ave E= + 1. D efine the molecule 
as 

(R ) if ftn ('.qual II um bel' of successive double 
poin ts follow which haye € = - 1, and 

(S) if a smaller number of successil/e double 
points follow which have E= - l. 

The Lwo atoms under subrule (1) are to be mem bel'S 
of the cyclic por tion of the molecule when possible, 
otherwisc they are to be the a toms n carest the 
cyclic por tion which can define the direction. Thus 
thc lac Lone V has its positive direction defined by 
proceeding from the carbonyl carbon atom to the 
oxy oxygen atom , and consequen tly, under subrule 
(2), it is the (S) isomcr because after double points 
A, B, C, and D (wi th E= + 1) only double points E 
and F follow with E= - 1 befor e double poin t B is 
again r eached. The posiLi ITe direc tion of the chlo
l'oolefin VI is defined by procceding from the terminal 
hydrogen atom to thc chlorine ato m, and the molecule 
shown is the (R ) isomcl' sin ce double points A, B , C, 
and A arc followed by D , E , F , and D . 

I t is worth DoLin g Llhlt a set of BOI'l'omeftl1 rings 
is identicill wiLh its mirror image even if each ring 
has a direction attribu ted to it and each ring is 

differen t from the others, e.g., in the trilactone VII, 
2,2 ' ,2" - triketo-1 ,1', 1"- trioxa [6 7. 63.59] ballan tane. 
The iden tity of mirror images is more rcadily ap
parent when a set of Borromean rings is r epresen ted 
no t as a "well-known brewer 's symbol" II (fig. 12) 
but in t he al terna ti ve representation of figure 13. 

Molecularly Dissymmetric Diastereomers 

The designation of the absolu Le configm aLion of a 
compo und is fixed entirely by the s tel'eoche.mical 
structUl'e of th e compound . H owever , 1'0 1' pmposes 
of citing the absolu te confi guration it is generally 
necessary to co uple t he symbol (R ) or (S) with t.he 
name of Lhe compound and , in Lll e case of compounds 
having several asymmeLric centers, wiLh the desio'na
t ion of the cen tor of asymmeLry. T h us we usc ; uch 
names as (2R :3S)-3-amino-2-b utanol 01' (2S:3R )-3-
hydroxy-2-butylamine. In the case of diastereomers 
invol ving molec ular dissymmeLry and a cen Ler of 
asymmetry, as in (R :5S) -5-methy l-2,:3-bepLacliene 
VIU, it is r eadily apparent from the absence of ~ 
posit ional designation wh ich symbol refers Lo the 
sense of the m.olecular dissymmeLry. No r can con
fusion exist in naming com.po unds having t wo 
similar axes or planes of dissym.metry, wh ich would 
take t he prefi x (R:R)-, (S:S)-, or meso- (o r (R :S) -) 
to their names. 

P ossible confusion OCCUl'S wh en the absolu te con
figuration of a molecule having dissimil ar axes or 
planes of dissymmetry is cited . F or names of such 
compounds I Ul'ge the following practice: 

(1) For com.pounds named fragment by fmoment 
cite the sense of dissymmetry together with the 
fragment; e.g ., (R)-4-methyl-4-( (S)-4-ket.ocyclohex
yl)cyclohexanone dioxime and (R)-4-(2-(R :2S)-3 4-
hexadienyl)cyclohexanone oximo. ' 

(2) For compounds named as a unit cite the senses 
of dissyrnmetry in the same order as t hat in which 
the parts of t he molecule are cited; thus (S:R)-2,3, 

11 E. \Vfl sscrman, Sci. Am. 207, No. 5, 94 (Nov. 1962). 
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~ FIGURE 11. Successive distortions of the mirror images of knots (b) into the original knots (a) .* 

The knots of figures 11A and 110 are identical with their mirror images regardless of direction attributed to the knots. The knot of figure un is identical with its ... 
mirror image if and only if no direction is attributed to it . 

1 
• A: Rotate (d) 1800 about a horizontal axis in the plane of the paper; B: rotate (d) 1800 in the plane of the paper; 0: rotate (f) 45 0 in the plane of the paper and 

smooth the curve. 
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FIGURE 12. Borromean rings. 

5,6-nonatetraene, but (R:8)-a-ethyl-w-methyl
diallenyl, for IX. An alternative procedure is to 
cite the atoms defining the axes or planes of dis
symmetry, e.g. (2,48:5,7 R)-2,3,5,6-nonatetraene, 
but in the naming of very complex structures this can 
become excessively cumbersome. 
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( a ) ( b) 

FIGURE 13. Borromean rings, showing the identity of mirror 
images. 

R efiecLion of (a) in a plane parallcl to ring A yields (b), wbich when rotated 1800 

about the axis of ring A agaiu yields (a). 

Paper 67 A6- 245) 
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